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LOW FLOWS AND TEMPERATURES OF STREAMS 

IN THE SEATTLE-TACOMA URBAN COMPLEX 

AND ADJACENT AREAS, WASHINGTON 

. By_ F... T. H_iP,-}ta 

INTRODUCTION 

Data on the minimum flows of streams and water tempera
ture are necessary for the proper planning and development 
of the water resources of urban Seattle-Tacoma and adjacent 
areas. The data on low flows are needed for such purposes 
as (1}· designing and operating municipal and industrial 
water-supply systems; (2) classifying streams as to their 
potential for .waste disposal; (3) defining the amount of 
water available for irrigation, for maintaining streamflow 
as required by law or agreement, and for fish propagation; 
and (4) des~gning water-storage facilities. Data on stream 
temperatures are important to many water users because of 
the many biological, chemical, and physical properties of 
water that are dependent on temperature. Agricultural and 
domestic users as well as municipal, industrial and fishery 
agencies are concerned with water temperatures. 

In this report, low-flow data are accompanied by informa
tion on seasonal variations in water temperatures at sites 
selected as representing regional stream-temperature patterns. 
Because low flows and high water temperatures commonly occur 
together, they may impose constraints on various uses of the 
~egion's streams. The following discussion deals first with 
low-flow trends in the region, then with stream temperatures, 
and finally with some of the resulting constraints. 

LOW FLOWS 

Variatign in Time 

The average annual runoff of streams in the Seattle-Tacoma 
region is large--13,000 mgd (million gallons per day) discharg
ing to Puget Sound--but, because of annual seasonal variations, 
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streamflow decreases to less than one-fifth this amount--
2,300 mgd--during the late summer and early fall. This 
seasonal decrease in streamflow is an important factor in 
water-resources planning and development; the minimum flow 
represents the dependable amount of water available without 
storage. 

The low flows of major streams in the Seattle-Tacoma area 
are shown on the accompanying plate. The low-flow value illus
trated represents the lowest average daily flow for a 7-day 
period that can be expected on an average of once every 2 years. 
Low-flow data for the principal streams in the study area are 
shown in table 1. In addition to the 2-year or median 7-day 
low flow, 7-day low flows with recurrence intervals up to 30 
years are listed in the table. 

Low flows of streams vary from year to year. The variability 
of the low flows, as indicated by the annual 7-day minimum dis
charges of three selected streams in the study area, is shown in 
the three graphs on the plate. The three streams drain basins 
of approximately the same size, but comparison of the curves 
shows large differences between the streams in their average 
low flows and variations of low flows from year to year. 

Factors Affecting Low Flows 

The quantity and distribution of low flows are determined 
by the climatic and physical environments and by changes in 
those environments resulting from man's activities. 

The principal climatic characteristics that influence low 
flow are precipitation-and temperature. Precipitation is the 
ultimate source of all streamflow. Temperature affects both 
water loss by evaporation and transpiration and the time 
distribution of low flow. For example, subfreezing temperatures 
cause storage of water as ice and s~ow in high-altitude basins, 
and ocqurrence of.low flows during the winter months. Then, 
during the-spring and summer, melt water from glaciers and 
snowfields sustains low flows. The flow of streams in the low
lands, which do not benefit from such storage, may become 
critically low during the dry summer months when water is most 
needed for many uses. 
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TABLE 1.--Seven-day low-flow-frequency data at selected sites in the 
Seattle~acoma urban complex and adjacent areas 

Station 
no. 

Stream 

12080000 Deschutes River near Olympia 

12084000 Nisqually River near Alder 

12089500 Nisqually River at McKenna 

12093500 Puyallup River near Orting 

12098500 White River near Buckley 

12101500 Puyallup River at Puyallup 

12106500 Green River near Palmer 

12113350 Green River at Tukwila 

12117500 Cedar River near Landsburg 

12119000 Cedar River at Renton 

12126500 Sammamish River at Bothell 

12134500 Skykomish River near Gold Bar 

12149000 Snoqualmie River near Carnation 

3 

Stream discharge (mgd) for 
indicated recurrence interval -· 

2 yr 

62 

226 

108 

165 

310 

762 

97 

142 

168 

65 

62 

478 

413 

5 yr 

55 

187 

47 

136 

252 

652 

78 

109 

136 

36 

so 
368 

323 

10 yr 

52 

170 

26 

121 

220 

588 

69 

91 

119 

26 

46 

317 

291 

20 yr 

48 

155 

16 

110 

194 

530 

65 

78 

110 

19 

43 

278 

274 

30 yr 

46 

149 

12 

lOS 

181 

497 

61 

71 

103 

15 

41 

252 

265 



Physical characteristics such as basin size, topography, 
geology, and vegetation also influence low flows. In addition, 
low flows are affected by manmade changes--structures on the 
land surface and in stream channels that accompany urbaniza
tion and the development and use of water. Many of these 
factors are closely interrelated and their individual effects 
are often difficult to isolate. 

Geologic conditions have a major influence on the charac
teristics of low flows in the Seattle~acoma urban and adja
cent areas, particularly in those lowland basins underlain 
by highly permeable glacial drift. The glacial drift serves 
as a natural storage reservoir for a significant part of the 
winter precipitation~ this ground-water storage then becomes 
the major, and for some periods the only, source of stream
flow during the dry months of late summer and early fall. 

It should be noted that the low flows of these lowland 
streams are less than those of the higher altitude streams, 
this is not due to less favorable geologic conditions in 
the lowlands, but, rather, to the contribution from melting 
snow and ice in the mountains east of the study area during 
the summer months. In fact, were it not for the addition of 
melt water from glaciers and snowfields during the summer 
low-flow period, these mountain streams would have relatively 
small low flows; ground-water inflow from storage in the 
dense, poorly permeable bedrock underlying these mountain 
watersheds is generally insignificant. 

Although the effects of urbanization are most noticeable 
in storm runoff, low flows also are affected. The paving 
of streets and parking lots and the erection of buildings 
effectively seal large areas. Therefore, infiltration of 
precipitation and recharge of the ground-water reservoir 
are effectively reduced. In turn, ground-water discharge to 
the ·streams is reduced. On the other hand, low flows are 
frequently increased where sewage effluents are discharged 
into streams (Spieker, 19JO). 

Regulation of streamflow for municipal and industrial 
supply, power generation, flood control, and irrigation modifies 
the low flows of streams. Diversions for irrigation and munici
pal supply usually reduce low flows; in some cases, diversions 
are severe and result in effects that are detrimental to fish 
life and other downstream uses. Natural low flows can be either 
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augmented or decreased and the quality may be changed by the 
procedures used to regulate the releases from reservoirs. 
Reservoirs used for flood control and municipal supply usually 
result in increased low flows because water is stored during 
periods of high runoff and released gradually after the ·high
water period. Augmentation of low flows increases the quantity 
of water available downstream for dilution of waste discharges, 
irrigation and municipal supplies, and improves conditions for 
optimum propagation of fish. 

Prospects for the Future 

Low flows of major streams in the area are sufficient to 
meet immediate demands without additional storage even though 
only about 20 percent of the average annual discharge is avail
able. However, the problem of allocation of these flows for 
various uses will intensify with increased urban growth in the 
area. 

Competing demands for the available water will require 
major management decisions. Augmentation of low flows through 
storage undoubtedly will be necessary where local concentra
tions of urban or industrial growth place heavy demands upon 
the local water environment. Regional planning can anticipate 
these demands, but sound management of the water resource by 
regional and local authorities must be effected to prevent 
deterioration of the water resources. 

STREAM TEMPERATURES 

Significance for Various Uses 

Water temperature has considerable significance for many 
uses. For public water supplies, desirable temperatures 
generally should not exceed 10.0°C (Celsius), or 50°F. Where 
temperatures exceed 18.3°C (65°F} tastes and odors may become 
noticeable (Everts, 1963, p. 2). Low water temperatures also 
are desirable for many industrial uses, especially for cooling. 
The water used for cooling and for power generation in fossil
fuel steam and nuclear-reactor plants is usually returned at 
a warmer temperature to the stream, resulting in "thermal 
loading." This in turn causes a reduction of the DO (dissolved 
oxygen} concentration in the water, and the combination of 
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both factors may adversely affect downstream aquatic life. 
The effects of thermal loading reach a maximum during low

._ f-low periods when the volume of dilutiz:lg_ ~ter is~ small and 
.-.~~tur_ai str~am temperatures already tend to be high. 

Fishe.ries agencies are vitally interested in stream 
temperature because fish . .Po not maintain fixed bOdy temper·a·
tures. Thus, any increase iri water temperature increases· ~the 

·· · biologic-al activity of fish, and hence their energy consurtip--~--·
.... ·-----tion-~n~if ox~/gen. utlliza"tion.--· This;· coupiea-·with~ "the therma-l--· 

reduction of oxyge-n ·level, may·. result· ··in-: insuffic:i.ent oxyg,_en 
concent;I"ations in the stre.am to maintain s.ome sp~c,ies of f~sh. 
Selection of hatchery sites and developmen-t and preservation 
of spawning and rearing g·rounds are critically- ·dependent o:..n 
the tem:Perature of the ~~t~r •. . . ~ 

The· seasonal variat:"i.ons of· montnly -maximum, mi-nimum, a:p.d 
mean str~am temperatures at selected locations in the study 
area a'r'e shown by the graphs at the numbered sites on the .·; 
plate. Table --2 shows the mean annua 1 tempera tur_e and the :· 
rarige· ci"f the monthly mean water temperatures. The cyclic----~~ 
patterns closely follow the pattern of air temperatures; _ 
stream temperatures are lowest during the winter, usuall~ in 
January, and are highest during the summer, usually in· ~qly._. 
As noted, the higher temperatures commonly occur during the 
low-flow periods. 

Factors Affecting Stream Temperatures 

The natural rise and fall of stream temperatures are 
governed by a number of climatic and physical factors. 
Climatic factors include solar radiation, air temperature, 
wind velocity, and vapor pressure. Physical factors include 
water-surface area, water depth, rate of water exchange, shading 
from vegetation and landmasses, impurities in the water, and 
surface and subsurface inflow. The most important factor is 
solar radiation. Stream temperatures are at maximum in the 
summer, when solar radiation is at a maximum and at a minimum 
in the winter when solar radiation is at a minimum. 

Various uses of water by man influence stream temperatures. 
Thermal discharges have already been mentioned. Water diverted 
through a municipal water-supply system and subsequently dis-

. charged through a sewerage system may cause a significant rise 
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.. TABLE 2. --Tempe·rature characteristics of selected streams 

Mean 
Si~te Sta~i9P tempera-
p.~er numbe-r, Stream · ·- ture 

oq_,plate _oc op 
" 

.· :-._ ~ . , .. 
t·:·l_;·_·" 12079000.Deschutes River near R~i-nier. 1 ~).~ .:..0· ·:. so 

, .. ·! c ... ~ :: 
·, 12~o-9ll<ia-· :; 53 .. ,2- .. Flett Creek at Tacoma 11:.7 .: ~.. . ~ 

.-g- ·12093500 Puyal·lup River near Ort_ing-· " -7. 8_ 46 

4 12117000 Taylor Creek near Selleck i-. a·:· 46 

~- :s. 12:1260-00 North Cree_k near· _B-o:thell 10.6 51 
6: 12137500 Sultan. 'River nea.r. Startup '-7·.·2 45 

. ~ 

7' 1215'7000 Quilceda ·Creek near Marysville 8.3 47 

· ~~ gj Ra-nge between the coolest and warmest mo~·th:ly mea~ :water 
temperature. 

! .... 

.. ~ . 

.. ... · ... 

- .··, .,(. ; 

" .... ... 

'· 
'J -:. ,~ -~ : ,..._ ~ ' 
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Ampli--
tude!! 

oc op 

11.1 20 

6.1 11 

6.7 12 

6.7 12 

11.1 20 

8.3 15 

7.8 14 



in temperature of the receiving water body. Oxidation of the 
waste materials in polluted waters generates heat and may 
increase water temperatures. Impoundment of water in reser
voirs generally changes the water-temperature regimen down
stream. The various temperature effects on impounded water 
depend on volume of water stored, surface area~ depth of 
reservoir, temperature of inflow water, and depth and rate 
at which water is withdrawn. 

The White River--A Man~ffected Stream 

An example of the effects of man's activities on the 
stream-temperature regimen is shown by the pattern of 
temperature changes in the White River, a tributary of the 
Puyallup Rivera Mean annual stream temperature for six sites 
in the White River basin and for the Puyallup River below the 
mouth of White River are presented in table 3. The listing 
of sites in downstream order shows clearly the pattern of 
changes that occur in stream temperatures in the region. 
Because the White River originates at a glacier, the stream 
temperature close to the source in Mount Rainier National 
Park is cool--4.4°C (40°F). By the time the water reaches 
Greenwater, the temperature has warmed to 6.1°C (43°F). 
Downstream from that site, the White River receives inflow 
from Greenwater River which has a temperature of 6.7°C 
(44°F) and the total flow then goes to Mud Mountain Dam, 
where water is stored during parts of the year. Below the 
dam, near Buckley, the water has warmed to 7.2°C (45°F). A 
large part of the flow then is diverted from White River into 
a canal to be stored in Lake Tapps for power generation. 
Near Sumner, below the diversion, the average water tempera
ture has increased 4.5°C (8°F), to ll.7°C (53°F). Cooler 
water--10.6°C (Sl°F)--from Lake Tapps is returned to the 
river after passing through the Dieringer powerplant. White 
River then joins the Puyallup River and the water tempera
ture is reduced to 9.4°C (49°F) by mixing with the colder 
water from the Puyallup River. 
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TABLE 3.--Mean annual stream temperatures at sites in the 
White and Puyallup River basins 

Mean 
Station 

Stream 
annual stream 

no. temperature 

oc OF 

12096600 White River near Greenwater 4.4 40 

12097000 White River at Greenwater 6.1 43 

12097500 Greenwater River at Greenwater 6.7 44 

12098500 White River near Buckley 7.2 45 

12100500 White River near Sumner 11.7 53 

12101100 Lake Tapps diversion at Dieringer 10.6 51 

12101500 Puyallup River at Puyallup 9.4 49 
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CONSTRAINTS 

Water-resources planning must take into consideration the 
consequences that will accompany any man-caused changes in 
streamflow and temperature. Only when regional water uses 
are defined and priorities established can proper decisions 
be made as to what changes can and cannot be tolerated. 

As an example, a decision to reserve a stream, or reach 
of a stream, for fish propagation calls for knowledge of low 
flows and water temperatures, as well as other characteristics 
of the stream. Then controls over those characteristics can 
be designed to meet the selected needs on a continuing basis. 
On the other hand, a deliberate decision to use a reach of 
stream as a sink for thermal wastes may preclude use of that 
stream for other purposes, such as domestic supply. 

Man has considerable capacity to regulate the volume of 
streamflow by controlling storage and release of water. With 
somewhat greater difficulty, he can modify stream temperature 
by storage, mixing, and designed releases of water from 
impoundments. But each use must be defined and each criterion 
specified before a plan of management can be made. There are 
virtually no universal design methods--each stream will require 
individualized analysis of its flow characteristics and geo
graphic setting before plans are made for designing facilities 
for controlling its discharge and temperature. 
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